
Insufficient measures to effectively protect their enterprise web servers from threat actors.
Difficulty in identifying and prioritizing vulnerabilities from potential threats.
Traditional vulnerability assessments, conducted periodically by web administrators,
struggle to keep up with daily web server updates and the continuous discovery of new
vulnerabilities.
Detecting compromised web servers poses a challenge, potentially putting customers at
risk when visiting websites unknowingly.

Hitachi Systems Security Inc, a leading provider of information security and compliance
services, is proud to announce the launch of two new Managed Web Security Services
designed to enhance the protection of enterprise web servers against cyberattacks: Web
Vulnerability Monitoring and Web Compromise Monitoring. The day-to-day operations of this
new service offering will be managed 24x7 by highly specialized security experts of the Hitachi
Systems Security Operation Center.

Many companies encounter significant challenges in web monitoring, including:
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To address these challenges, Hitachi Systems Security has developed two services designed 
to provide practical solutions: Web Vulnerability Monitoring and Web Compromise 
Monitoring.

They aim to help organizations overcome issues such as insufficient protection for enterprise 
web servers, difficulty in identifying and prioritizing vulnerabilities, and the challenge of 
detecting compromised servers.
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https://hitachi-systems-security.com/lp/vulnerability-assessment-2/
https://hitachi-systems-security.com/lp/compromise-assessment/
https://hitachi-systems-security.com/lp/web-compromise-monitoring/
https://hitachi-systems-security.com/lp/web-vulnerability-monitoring/
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Hitachi Systems Security Inc. provides a focused and time-sensitive report on "Web
Vulnerability Monitoring," which automatically performs continuous monitoring against top
vulnerabilities. This service ensures web servers are up to date with the latest software
updates and protected against critical vulnerabilities.

If critical vulnerabilities are discovered, Hitachi Systems Security experts will promptly notify
system administrators, providing comprehensive details.

Proactive security measures such as vulnerability management are essential, monitoring
websites for unauthorized changes is equally crucial. The "Web Compromise Monitoring"
service offered by Hitachi Systems Security diligently monitors web server content for signs
of malicious code injections, web content defacements, and unauthorized alterations.

Suspicious activity is analyzed, and system administrators are promptly notified with
comprehensive details of any detected attacks.

Maintaining enterprise awareness of publicly accessible web-based assets to ensure a
comprehensive understanding of the organization's online presence and potential
vulnerabilities.

Web Vulnerability Monitoring Service

Web Compromise Monitoring

"In today's digital landscape, enterprises heavily rely on the web for their critical business
operations. Recognizing the mission-critical nature of web-based services, we are thrilled to
announce the launch of our new Web Security Services. With these cutting-edge solutions, we
aim to enhance the protection of our valued customers, safeguarding their web infrastructure
from potential threats and ensuring uninterrupted business operations," said Anthony Subero,
CEO of Hitachi Systems Security.

As part of Hitachi Systems Security's comprehensive Web Security Services, the primary
scanning objectives encompass the following:

1.

https://hitachi-systems-security.com/lp/web-vulnerability-monitoring/
https://hitachi-systems-security.com/lp/web-compromise-monitoring/
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2. Providing valuable insight into how systems and infrastructure may appear to potential
attackers enables businesses to make informed decisions and fortify their defenses against
threats.

3. Driving proactive mitigation of vulnerabilities to help minimize overall risk by identifying and
prioritizing vulnerabilities promptly, allowing for proactive measures to be implemented to
reduce the organization's security exposure.

As a trusted security partner, Hitachi Systems Security provides enterprises with robust and
timely protection for web servers and a comprehensive approach to web monitoring, allowing
businesses to proactively identify vulnerabilities, address threats, and protect their online
presence.

By addressing challenges in web monitoring, prioritizing vulnerabilities, and detecting
compromised servers, Hitachi Systems Security enables businesses to maintain their web
presence's integrity and ensure uninterrupted operations in today's evolving threat landscape.

About Hitachi Systems Security

Hitachi Systems Security is based in Blainville, QC - Canada, and specializes in cybersecurity
and data privacy services. The organization became part of Hitachi Systems Group company in
2015. With Security Operations Centers (SOCs) in Canada, India (Pune), Japan, and
Switzerland, the organization provides managed security services to monitor security risks to
customer systems as well as security consulting services, including risk management,
vulnerability management, data privacy, and regulation services, serving clients primarily in the
Caribbean, Europe, Japan, LATAM, India and North America.

For more details, please refer to https://hitachi-systems-security.com/
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